
Al Newton 
120 Oxford Rd. 
Greenwood, SC 29649 

4/10/52 

Dear Al, 

Thanks for your letter. And th stamps. 

Because the crime itself was never really investigated there and no real lead° to 

be followed and one guess about the shots is about an good as anether. 

However, I do not believe there was a second back wound. 

If you can send me a copy of your information on the finding of a bullet shell on 

the roof of a building near Dealey Plaza I'd appreciate it. 

This is like what happened in the peel: In that general area some years ago they 

found where a bullet impacted on a roof and several bullets. .L11 was dismissed by the 

EBI on the ground it would not fit in OsanWs rifle. 

I've read Crenshaw's book. It is mosyary Shaw's ialiningspresented as fact which 

too often it isn't. 

The one thing new in the book is his statement that LBJ phoned him while 0owLld was 

being worked on at Parkland and demanded a confession. 

He did says that shots came from th.: front. The only think new about that is that 

he said it. Other Dallas doctors already had. 

Thanks and best wishes, 



Harold Weisberg 
Old Receiver Road 
Fredrick, Md. 

Dear Harold, 

I have reached the following conclusion after studying 

the JFK assasination for nearly 29 years. • There were five shots 

fired at the motorcade. Two from the grassy knoll, one went 

through the President's neck, and the other was the fatal head 

shot. Three shots were fired from behind the motorcade, not 

all necessarily from the TSBD. One hit JFK in the back and 

stayed there until it fell out at the hospital, one hit 

Connolly and one missed all together. About a month ago there 

was a empty bullet shell found on top of one of the buildings 

near Dea ly Plaza. 	It seemed it had been there for a very 

long period of time. It was found by accident. It is strange 

that no tody thought to look on top of the buildings shortly 

after the assasination, maybe they were scared that they might 

find something that might mess up there almighty case against 

the lone asasin. I just got through reading your POST MORTEM 

book again that I recently -bought from you. You are to be 

admired for your courage and the way you stood up your beliefs 

all these years. 

I am sending you a recent article that I thought you might 

be interested in. I would love to hear from you concerning 

this new development. 

Yours Truly, 

c'fa- enee.A'7,  
Al Newton 

120 Oxford Rd. 

Greenwood, SC 29649 

P.S.-I will be ordering some more 
books from as soon as I check my 

collection next time I go to my summer 
home at the Beach. 


